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Welcome to Zutshwa and KD2!

The community of Zutshwa is happy you have come to visit our wilderness.This is one of the last great wild areas of the world. 
Treat it with respect. Visitors must be fully self-sufficient and assume all responsibility for their survival here.
There are two campsites to visit in KD2.  Please note that due to poor communications in the village, it is not possible to 
reserve a campsite.  However the area sees little traffic, so you may be the only one out there.

PERMIT

A permit is required for travelling between Zutshwa and Kaa Gate and for camping at the pans. You can find the Self-service 
permit station in Zutshwa at the following GPS-coordinates:
  
S24 08 31.0 E21 14 46.6  (degrees minutes seconds)
S24 08.516  E21 14.777   (degrees and decimal minutes)
S24.14193   E21.24628    (decimal degrees)

Transiting KD2 between Zutshwa and Kaa Gate P50 per vehicle (R60, USD5, EU4)
(note: campers staying in KD2 need not pay the P50 transit fee for vehicle).

STOPOVER AND CAMPSITES

Zutshwa StopOver and campsite - pages 2 & 3
Name Pan campsites (no facilities) - pages 4 & 5
Kaa Pan campsites (no facilities) - pages 4 & 5

Thank you in advance and have a good stay!
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Zutshwa Stop Over

GPS POSITION  S24 08 35.7 E21 14 53.9  (degrees minutes seconds)
   S24 08.595  E21 14.898   (degrees and decimal minutes)
   S24.14325   E21.24831    (decimal degrees)

STOP OVER GUEST HOUSE AND CAMPING

There are two rooms that sleep two guests each, with lounge area and small kitchen, bucket shower, dehydration toilet 
and braai area with firewood.
 Next to the house there are two campsites, each one under a shade structure. It is possible to use toilet and shower in the 
guesthouse.
 
RATES 
 
Guestrooms: P300 per room per night.
Camping: P100 per person per night. Kids under 10 are free.

You can book the StopOver in advance by calling +267 758 58 960 or email info@zutshwa.com.

Zutshwa Pan

to Hukuntsi

to Name Pan/ Kaa Pan/ Kaa Gate

Zutshwa Stop Over

to Ngwatle
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RULES

1. No Smoking - Please do not smoke inside the guesthouse.

2. Clean - Leave the place as clean as you found it. Your wastebag can be left in front of the house.

Thank you and enjoy your stay!

Zutshwa Stop Over
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Name Pan

to Zutshwa

to Kaa Pan / Kaa Gate

GPS POSITION   S24 12 02.2 E21 04 22.1  (degrees minutes seconds)
   S24 12.036  E21 04.369   (degrees and decimal minutes)
   S24.20060   E21.07282    (decimal degrees)

Name and Kaa Pan_Campsite
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Kaa Pan

to Name Pan/Zutshwa

to Kaa Gate

GPS POSITION   S24 20 27.2 E20 45 10.3  (degrees minutes seconds)
   S24 20.453  E20 45.171   (degrees and decimal minutes)
   S24.34088   E20.75285    (decimal degrees)
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LOCATION AND FACILITIES

The campsites are situated on the road between Zutshwa village and 
the Kaa Entry/Exit gate into the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park. The Name 
Pan campsites are approximately 50km from the Kaa Gate and 22km 
from Zutshwa Village. The Kaa Pan campsites are approximately 15km 
from the Kaa Gate and 57km from Zutshwa Village.

The campsites are under a tree or shade structure (Kaa pan) but have 
no further facilities like water, toilet or shower!

PERMITS AND PAYMENT

You must get a permit from the Self-service permit station in Zutshwa to camp in KD2. We have made it easy for clients to 
pay their fees and we do random patrols for compliance checks.

CAMPING RATES

Camping at Name Pan and Kaa Pan (along the Transit route) is P100 pppn (R120,  
USD10, EU9). Kids under 10 are free.
Campers staying in KD2 need NOT pay the P50 transit fee for vehicle.

Your permit fees support the Conservation Trust and community projects in Zutshwa. 
It is the people of Zutshwa who ensure that their livestock stay out of the wilderness 
area, so it is important to pay your fees to ensure this area is wild for future generations.

KD2 VISITOR AGREEMENT

As a visitor to the KD2 wilderness you and your party agree to the following: 

Our party agrees to practice “leave no trace“ camping in KD2.

1. Driving - Stay on the track, no off road driving. Do not drive on pans!

2. Fire - Conserve wood. Small fires only, no bonfires. Make sure your fire is OUT. Bury all your ashes.

3. Toilet - Make waste holes 40cm deep. Bury or burn ALL toilet paper.

4. Trash - Take your trash with you, do not leave anything behind.

5. Animals - Do not disturb wildlife! Be aware of predators, insects and snakes!

In case of bush fire: leave area immediately or evacuate to nearest pan.

Name and Kaa Pan_Campsite

Kaa Pan
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